
6.3 SP1 update 2 fixes list.txt
The list below includes fixes provided in all Team Developer versions since TD 
6.3 SP1 Update 1 was released.

 Key         Summary
  --- -------

 TD-19934 TabBar flickering issue in specific scenario
 TD-20919 VisTblAutosizeColumn resets the header colour to white with 

window XP theme
 TD-21230 Cannot connect to oracle with special german characters
 TD-21342 There is a focus issue after displaying a message box using 

SalMessageBox
 TD-21358 String Data, Right truncation with union statement and bind 

variable over 20 characters
 TD-21367 SQLServer Native Client returns 'String data, length mismatch'
 TD-21398 Problem with the cQuickGraph control
 TD-21447 Pushbutton with "Keyboard Accelerator: Enter" is clicked from a 

Popup-Edit-Column of a Child-Table or a Child-Grid
 TD-21449 Multiple calls to VisXXX functions crashes application.
 TD-21516 Displaying a simple form with CreateDesignWindow CDK function 

throws All Files (*.*)|*.*|| error.
 TD-21779 Ufc Chart Control does not allow scrolling x axis for a bar 

chart.
 TD-21806 String corrupt returned from SqlGetStatementErrorInfo
 TD-21904 Text alignment in the summary fields does not match the text 

alignment of the associated column
 TD-21905 The text in the summary fields is not centered vertically within

the fields
 TD-21908 It is not possible to create no border graph
 TD-21966 Locked Grid Column Issue
 TD-22022 Right aligned number column has a jumping effect when focus is 

set
 TD-22034 SalTrackPopupMenu does not generate WM_MenuSelect
 TD-22112 Labels are not shown completely and the tooltip is also not 

displayed correctly in a graph
 TD-22178 WPF DATETIME ERROR with SqlConnectDotNet Only
 TD-22204 After clicking on a checkbox and setting focus on another table 

on SAM_AnyEdit makes the checkbox behave incorrectly
 TD-22285 Parsing problem with serverpath statement in TD6.3
 TD-22348 Invalid table query context when SAM_RowValidate returns 

VALIDATE_Cancel: new findings - case1
 TD-22374 nvarchar2 over 256 used to work with long string now needs 

string.
 TD-22376 SQLSERVER with comments in query gives "invalid character" error
 TD-22392 SalReportPrinterTray function shows the incorrect tray
 TD-22394 Wrong behavior by scrolling in the table window
 TD-22398 Application hangs when Popup menu is open and SetFocusDate on 

Calendar control is called
 TD-22462 Opening combobox reduces Window resizing hierarchy.
 TD-22505 CLONE - Non random application crash due to stack-based buffer 

overrun - need ported to other branches after testing
 TD-22529 Multiline Textfield does not handle correctly the "Keyboard 

Accelerator: Enter"
 TD-22532 Report missing data depending data volume sent
 TD-22539 Report builder watermark washed though washed out option is 

disabled
 TD-22548 When RTF is returned using a handle connected by 

SqlCreateSession and SqlCreateStatement does display correctly
 TD-22549 Qualifying an into variable with the class name.instance 

variable in a select statement causes an error
 TD-22550 Having a set of brackets covering the where clause causes syntax

error when bind variable is used
 TD-22554 .Net compilation error referencing functions of cOutlineListBox
 TD-22555 Having multiple grids in tab bars makes TD freeze
 TD-22559 GDI-leak if *.ico files are used on buttons only with WS32
 TD-22560 TD SQLBASE no data fetched or crash on long varchar
 TD-22561 Ribbon Bar menu shortcut not functional in specific scenario
 TD-22584 DHL WebService wizard WIN32/.NET error generating proxy
 TD-22587 MDI child windows flickering issue in specific scenario
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 TD-22593 Checkbox & radiobutton: flicker when hover over
 TD-22595 Reportbuiler page not visible with page header with condition
 TD-22604 Document that SalReportPrintToFile() requires Microsoft XPS 

Document Writer to be installed
 TD-22605 Incorrect focus change in specific scenario
 TD-22607 X-axis labels show incorrectly for all 3D charts
 TD-22611 Grid: Popup Edit with "Editable = No" does not show up
 TD-22612 Disabled TBLW column of type Popup Edit issues
 TD-22620 Wrong focus/activation within TABBAR in specific scenario
 TD-22636 WIN32 TDWS interop issue consuming complex (XROUTE Web Service)
 TD-22647 Pop-up Edit fields in TBLW/GRID no longer accepts <ENTER>key
 TD-22656 SYBASE no result set fetching varchar <255 when 

DisableCharsetConversion=off or undefined in SQL.INI
 TD-22658 TBLW/GRID: CheckBox Columns returning 0 on the WM_LBUTTONDOWN 

Message wrongly set Row_Edited Flag
 TD-22663 TDWS issue receiving intl. chars such as ö, ä, ü...
 TD-22667 Memory leaks in SalStrToMultiByte and SalStrToWideChar
 TD-22668 .NET compile fails with classes
 TD-22677 PNGs are not painted correctly on disabled buttons
 TD-22682 .NET compilation fine (F8) but execution (F7) gives an IL error
 TD-22697 Overlay graph option does not work on a Report Builder
 TD-22706 Option Buttons that call SalSetDefButton() don’t show their 

State.
 TD-22707 Cannot use string bind variable longer than 254 chars
 TD-22708 Table windows with checkbox SAM_AnyEdit and ROW_Edited flag
 TD-22709 COMServer Error
 TD-22717 SalGetFocus() doesn’t return a window handle when a grid has (or

should have) the focus
 TD-22718 SAM_SetFocus not received on GRID when GRID is empty or 

partially populated
 TD-22730 Behavior of SalListSetSelect(-1) has changed
 TD-22736 Clicking near the Check-Box in a Check-Box-Column sets the 

Row_Edited Flag
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